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Database systems have traditionally used a Client-Server architecture, with clients 
sending queries to a database server. If the server becomes overloaded, clients will 
experience an increase in query response time, and in the worst case the server may 
be unable to provide any service at all.  
 
In the domain of file-sharing, the problem of server overloading has been successfully 
addressed by the use of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) techniques in which users (peers) supply 
files – or pieces of files – to each other. This paper describes the Wigan P2P Database 
System, which was designed to investigate if P2P techniques for reducing server load 
and so increasing system scalability can be applied successfully in a database 
environment. It is based on the popular BitTorrent file-sharing protocol. 
 
This paper introduces the Wigan system architecture, explaining how the BitTorrent 
approach must be modified for a P2P database server. It presents and analyses 
experimental results obtained using a simulator. These show that the approach can 
succeed in delivering scalability in particular cases. 
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Abstract. Database systems have traditionally used a Client-Server 
architecture, with clients sending queries to a database server. If the server 
becomes overloaded, clients will experience an increase in query response time, 
and in the worst case the server may be unable to provide any service at all.  
 
In the domain of file-sharing, the problem of server overloading has been 
successfully addressed by the use of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) techniques in which 
users (peers) supply files – or pieces of files – to each other. This paper 
describes the Wigan P2P Database System, which was designed to investigate if 
P2P techniques for reducing server load and so increasing system scalability 
can be applied successfully in a database environment. It is based on the 
popular BitTorrent file-sharing protocol. 
 
This paper introduces the Wigan system architecture, explaining how the 
BitTorrent approach must be modified for a P2P database server. It presents and 
analyses experimental results obtained using a simulator. These show that the 
approach can succeed in delivering scalability in particular cases. 
1   Introduction 
The scalability of applications that place a heavy load on database servers has again 
become the subject of intense commercial and research interest. Systems that allow 
thousands of simultaneous users to browse and purchasing goods require highly-
scalable, multi-tier systems, and so place great strain on the database tier. In another 
area, scientific researchers are now encouraged to provide open access to their 
databases so results can be widely shared, but this can cause performance problems if 
the data proves popular.  
The limitations of server scalability as the number of simultaneous accesses 
increases used to be a problem in another area – file-sharing. However, that has been 
very successfully addressed in recent years by the introduction of Peer-to-Peer P2P 
techniques that harness the power of the clients in order to reduce the load on the 
server. This has lead to the design of extremely scalable, reliable and popular 
applications – in 2004 it was estimated that around one third of all traffic on the 
Internet was due to the BitTorrent file-sharing protocol [1, 2].  
In this paper we describe Wigan – a P2P database system designed to investigate 
whether the techniques used by file-sharing systems such as BitTorrent can be applied 
to building highly scalable access to databases. We believe that this work is timely as 
almost all computers, including desktop PCs, now have significant quantities of spare 
resources (CPU, memory, disk, network bandwidth) that could potentially be used to 
reduce the load on a DBMS, if only algorithms to allow this could be designed. In 
Wigan, clients cache the results of their queries and these are then used to answer 
subsequent queries from themselves and other clients, so reducing the load on the 
server. However, designing Wigan has proved challenging due to the inherent 
differences between accessing files and querying databases. The main differences are: 
 
• Database queries include selects and projects whereas in file-sharing, files 
are accessed as a complete unit 
• Database queries can include joins whereas file-sharing has no equivalent 
• Databases are updated whereas in file-sharing, files are considered 
immutable 
 
This paper describes how Wigan supports queries expressed in SQL, and so shows 
how the above differences have major implications for the design of a P2P database 
system. 
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of 
BitTorrent, Section 3 introduces the Wigan architecture, Section 4 presents 
experimental results obtained using a simulator, Section 5 introduces related work 
while Section 6 concludes this paper and presents some suggestions for further work. 
2   BitTorrent Overview 
BitTorrent [3] is a hybrid P2P file-sharing protocol [4]. The process of receiving a file 
in BitTorrent is called “downloading” and the corresponding process of providing a 
file to other peers is called “uploading.” Similarly, peers engaged in these activities 
are known as “uploaders” and “downloaders.” Uploaders advertise the file(s) they 
have copies of through a central component called a “Tracker.” The Tracker acts as a 
directory, keeping track of which peers are downloading and uploading which files. 
Any peer that is advertising a complete file is known as a “seed”, whilst any peer that 
is still in the process of downloading is known as a “leecher.” There must be at least 
one seed present to introduce a file into the system and to place the first advertisement 
at the Tracker.  
To start a download, a BitTorrent client will contact the Tracker and announce its 
interest in the file. Large files in BitTorrent are split into pieces, normally 256KB in 
size. The Tracker will provide a list of typically 50 peers that already have some, or 
all, of the pieces. The downloader normally chooses the first piece at random and 
subsequent pieces in a rarest-first order. This allows rare pieces to spread further 
around the network. Once a downloader has received a complete piece, it is able to 
start uploading that piece to other downloaders. Thus, a BitTorrent leecher may be 
downloading and uploading different pieces of a particular file at the same time. A 
peer normally uploads to no more than five downloaders at any one time.  
However, there are some peers that will operate according to a slightly amended 
lifecycle and will download but perform no uploading at all. These peers are called 
“Free Riders” and cause problems in BitTorrent and other file-sharing protocols 
because they consume resources but do not provide anything to other peers in return. 
BitTorrent’s attempt to overcome this problem is to use a choking algorithm. 
“Choking” is the temporary refusal to upload a piece of a file to a particular 
downloader. The purpose of the choking algorithm is to ensure that those who do not 
provide much content into the system do not receive as much in return.  
3   System Architecture 
The Wigan system is derived from BitTorrent and hence the three major components 
in Wigan have the same names and basic roles as their counterparts in BitTorrent – 
the Seed, the Peers and the Tracker. Each is now discussed in turn. 
3.1   The Seed 
A Wigan seed possesses a complete copy of the database. Initially, the seed answers 
all queries (acting as if it were the server in a traditional client-server database). Once 
peers have begun to receive the results of queries then they advertise them at the 
Tracker and can then answer each other’s queries where possible as described below. 
However, if at any time a downloading peer submits a query which cannot be 
answered by any of the other available peers, the query is answered by the seed. 
3.2   The Peers 
The peers are the equivalent of clients in traditional client-server systems – they send 
out queries and receive the results. However, they also cache the results of the queries 
in a local database server. This allows them to answer each other’s queries, so taking 
the load away from the seed and providing greater scalability. The way in which they 
do this is governed by the Tracker (described below). As in BitTorrent, there is no 
assumption made about the amount of time the peers spend connected to the system – 
a peer may decide to disconnect at any time.  
3.3   The Tracker 
The central component in the Wigan system is the Tracker. This performs the same 
basic functionality as its namesake in BitTorrent in that it provides the downloading 
peers with a list of possible uploaders for the query they are requesting. However, due 
to the increased complexity of database queries when compared to file access, the 
Wigan Tracker has much more functionality and complexity. When a peer issues a 
query, it is sent first to the Tracker. This holds information on all the queries that have 
already been executed, along with the id of the peer that is caching the result.  These 
“adverts” are stored in a canonical form representing the tables, columns and 
conditions on these columns for each query. 
When a query arrives at the Tracker from a peer, it checks these adverts to see 
which other peers could answer the query.  In Wigan, it is possible for a downloader’s 
query to match exactly with an advertisement. It is also possible that the query is a 
proper subset of one or more advertisements. An example in SQL would be:  
Query: SELECT item FROM parts WHERE cost <= 10 
Advert1: SELECT item FROM parts WHERE cost <= 10 
Advert2: SELECT item FROM parts WHERE cost <= 15 
Both adverts can satisfy the query. We now describe in more detail the matching 
process. On arrival at the Tracker, the downloader’s query is converted into the same 
canonical form as is used to store the adverts. The Tracker then retrieves all adverts 
which contain the tables and columns in the downloader’s query. Note that if the 
downloader’s query contains an aggregation, such as “MAX”, the Tracker will 
retrieve both advertisements with the same aggregation and those which have the 
original column values. This is because an uploader with either the original column 
values or the same aggregation will be able to resolve the query, the only difference 
being that the latter will not have to perform the aggregation again when the query 
arrives because it already has the result. Two examples of this matching process will 
now be described. 
Consider a database containing three tables, T1, T2 and T3. The following example 
illustrates a scenario where a peer, Peer A has just completed the download of the 
query “SELECT x, y FROM T1 WHERE y < 100”. Peer A is the first peer to 
finish downloading a query; hence the Tracker contains details of only the seed’s 
advert and Peer A’s advert at this point. The process of contacting the Tracker on 
completion of a query, in order to advertise the results will be discussed in more detail 
later in this section. Fig. 1 shows the resulting Tracker database table for Columns. 
 
 
Fig. 1– the Tracker’s database for columns information, with only the seed 
and a single peer advertising 
 
The first column is a mapping ID and is used by the Tracker to join rows from the 
Columns and Conditions tables when matching queries to adverts. The second column 
shows the ID of the peer placing the advertisement and the third column shows the 
table the advertisement covers. The remaining columns show, for each column in the 
table being advertised, if that advert contains those columns or not. For example, Peer 
A is shown as having only two columns from the table T1, but the seed has all 
columns from all tables. If a peer had performed an aggregation on a column, for 
example “MAX”, this would be shown instead of “YES”.  An example of this will be 
shown later in this section. Fig. 2 shows the Tracker database table for Conditions. 
 
 
Fig. 2 – the Tracker’s database for conditions with only the seed and a single 
peer advertising 
 
The first column is a mapping ID which corresponds to the mapping ID in the 
Columns table. The peer ID and the table name are the next two columns. The fourth 
column shows the number of tuples received by the uploading peer. The remaining 
columns show conditions on columns in the table being advertised. For example, Peer 
A has no condition on the first column (x), but there is a condition on the second 
column, because the “WHERE” clause of Peer A’s query contains “y < 100”. The 
seed has no conditions on any columns, because it holds all data from all tables.  
Now consider a new downloader, Peer B, which submits the query 
 “SELECT x, y FROM T1 WHERE y < 10” to the Tracker. This query is a 
proper subset of Peer A’s. The Tracker initially retrieves all peers which have the 
correct columns from the relevant table, T1 in this example. This retrieval process 
will return both the seed and Peer A as each possesses data from the first two 
columns, as shown in Fig. 3. 
 
 
Fig. 3 – the result of the initial selection process 
 
The Tracker then checks the conditions on the relevant columns for these 
advertisements. For the first column (x), the seed has no conditions and neither does 
Peer B’s query. For the second column (y), the seed also has no conditions and Peer 
B’s query has a condition (y < 10). The seed’s data will include items where y < 10, 
which is acceptable. The Tracker must also ensure there are no conditions on other 
columns which will restrict the result set, for example an advert for 
 “SELECT x, y FROM T1 WHERE x < 5 AND z < 10”  
could not resolve the query  
“SELECT x, y FROM T1 WHERE x < 5”  
because the condition “z < 10” further restricts the result set and will not necessarily 
return all items where x < 5. There are no such additional conditions here however, 
thus the seed’s advert is accepted. 
The Tracker then examines Peer A’s advertisement. Like the seed, there is no 
condition on the first column. However, there is a condition (< 100) on the second 
column. These conditions are checked against each other. Given that anything that is 
less than 10 will be included in a results set containing data less than 100 and Peer A 
has no other columns which could affect the result set, this advert is also accepted.  
Once both relevant adverts have been checked, the selection process terminates. In 
this example, the Tracker has found two adverts that could satisfy the downloader’s 
query. 
 This collection of adverts may, as in this example, include a selection of different 
queries, given that we have already shown how one query may be resolved by an 
advert for a different query, providing that query is a proper subset of the advert. To 
enable a downloader to distinguish between adverts for different queries, the Tracker 
will group the adverts by query. For each group, it lists the number of tuples – and 
also the number of pieces – in addition to the ids of the peers with that query. These 
are ordered based on a priority system, which favours adverts matching the 
downloader’s query. If, as in this example, none of the adverts match the 
downloader’s query, the highest priority is given to the closest to an exact match. The 
closest is given in terms of the number of tuples in the query results set. In this 
example, Peer A has 100 tuples but the seed has 1,000 and hence Peer A is the closest 
to an exact match.  Note that if there are multiple adverts that could answer the query, 
then the seed will always have the lowest priority as there is another advert which will 
have a smaller results set to examine. For this example, if we assume 50 tuples per 
piece, the groups will be ((100, 2, Peer A), (1000, 20, Seed)). The Tracker then 
returns the groups to the downloader.  
The example described above was fairly straightforward because there were only 
two adverts, both of which could satisfy the downloader’s query. A more complex 
example will now be described. Consider the same database used in the previous 
example. Over time, more peers have downloaded queries and are advertising at the 
Tracker, as shown in Fig. 4 (columns) and Fig. 5 (conditions). 
 
 
Fig. 4 – the Tracker’s database for columns later in the download period 
 
Note that the final advert, placed by Peer I in Fig. 4 is for a query which includes an 
aggregation (“MAX”) on column 2.  
 
 
Fig. 5 – the Tracker’s database for conditions later in the download period 
 
Note that the advert placed by Peer F (mapping ID 9) shows an example of a query 
where multiple conditions occur on the same column, in this case “> 1 AND < 10” in 
column 3.  
A new downloader, Peer J, submits “SELECT x, y FROM T1 WHERE y < 10” 
to the Tracker. Once again, the Tracker will retrieve all peers with the correct 
columns from the relevant table. The results of this query are shown in Fig. 6.  
 
 
Fig. 6 – the result of the initial selection process 
  
It can be seen that not all of the advertisements shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 have been 
included. Peer G’s advert was rejected because it has only one of the required 
columns, x. Peer H’s advert was for a query on one of the other tables. Finally, the 
advert placed by Peer I was rejected because it contained an aggregation (“MAX”) on 
the second column, y, and not the complete column data.  
The Tracker will now examine the conditions in each of the advertisements to see if 
they can be used to satisfy the downloader’s query. Again, the adverts placed by the 
seed and Peer A can be accepted, as discussed in the previous example.   
The next three adverts, placed by Peers B, C and D can be accepted quickly because 
they contain identical conditions to the downloader’s query – nothing on the first 
column and “< 10” on the second.  
 
Peer E’s advertisement is checked next. The conditions on the first column are 
acceptable (neither the query nor the advert has any), but those on the second column 
are not. The downloader is interested in items where y < 10, but Peer E is advertising 
data on items where y > 5, thus Peer E’s advert is rejected. 
The conditions on the first two columns in Peer F’s advert are the same as those in 
Peer J’s query. However, Peer F has a condition on another column (“> 1 AND < 10” 
on column 3) which means that this advert will not be able to answer the query. There 
may be some tuples which match Peer J’s query that are not included in Peer F’s 
results and hence this advert is rejected.  
At this point, all the relevant adverts have been checked with those placed by the 
seed and Peers A, B, C and D being accepted. These adverts will now be placed in 
groups and returned to the downloader. The grouping process is the same as described 
in the previous example, however this time there are more groups because there are 
more uploaders with different queries. Assuming 50 tuples per piece again, the groups 
returned to Peer J are 
((10, 1, Peer B, Peer C, Peer D), (100, 2, Peer A), (1000, 20, Seed)). It can be seen 
that the first group contains multiple uploaders. These peers are all advertising the 
same query and hence are all included in the one group. 
3.4 Downloading and Uploading 
We now examine the process of downloading and uploading. A new downloader must 
contact the Tracker with the SQL query that it wishes to execute. The Tracker, using 
the processes described above, will return a list of suitable adverts grouped by query 
and the downloader must first select a group. For performance reasons, the 
downloader will choose those queries which exactly match the one it is searching for 
if this is possible or if it is not, start with the closest to an exact match.   
The downloader contacts a randomly selected uploader peer from its chosen query 
group and submits a query for the first piece. If the uploader is able to accommodate a 
new downloader, it will perform the query and return all tuples from the first piece 
which matches the conditions of the query. A header with the query, piece number 
and a query ID is included so that if a downloader is receiving multiple queries 
simultaneously it can correlate responses to requests. Note that if there is no data in 
the first piece which matches the conditions of the query, the uploader will still send a 
response, containing just the header and no tuples. This prevents the downloader from 
assuming the response has gone missing because of a technical problem.  
Once the first piece has arrived, the downloader stores the data in its local 
database and then makes a request for the next piece (potentially to a different peer). 
This process continues until the downloader has received all of the pieces. The 
downloader knows when this point occurs because the Tracker has informed it of the 
number of pieces. To improve performance, query requests for different pieces can be 
sent to a set of peers in parallel. 
A BitTorrent peer can begin uploading as soon as it receives a complete piece of 
the file. However, a Wigan uploader cannot do this because it may be receiving data 
from an uploader advertising a different query. If the downloader has received its data 
from a peer advertising a different query, it will have to change the piece structure 
before it begins to upload.  
 
For example, consider a university department’s database, which has a Student table 
containing details of all students studying in the department. This table is split into 20 
pieces. Initially, there is one seed containing the whole database and therefore a 
complete copy of the Student table. A new downloader requests the following query: 
SELECT * FROM student WHERE tutor = ‘Professor Lee’ 
During the download, the downloader will send 20 requests, one for each piece. For 
each request, the seed will send data from that piece containing details of all students 
whose tutor is Professor Lee. Let us assume that there are 20 such students. There is 
no guarantee of how these 20 students’ details are distributed across the pieces. They 
may all be stored in one piece, in which case the downloader will receive 19 empty 
responses. This happens because the downloader has to request data from each piece; 
it does not know in advance which pieces will contain data matching the query. At 
this point there is no alternative option because the downloader has to query all 20 
pieces. However, when the downloader makes this data available to others, it would 
not make sense from an efficiency point of view to have 20 pieces again. Instead, 
these resulting 20 tuples could all be grouped together in the minimum number of 
pieces. Each piece is a fixed size, measured in terms of tuples, and the peer will create 
a metadata table showing tuple-to-piece mappings. Each tuple in Wigan is associated 
with an ID and if the tuples are retrieved in order of ID, this metadata table can 
simply store piece boundaries – the ID of the first and last tuples.  
Once a peer has made any required changes to the piece structure, it contacts the 
Tracker, stating it has received the query and informing it of how many tuples it 
received. The peer’s advert is then stored at the Tracker and the peer becomes an 
uploader. Whilst uploading, it may receive requests periodically from downloading 
peers asking it to provide data. There is no specific amount of time that a peer has to 
upload for, as in BitTorrent, a peer can disconnect at any time. 
4   Evaluation 
4.1   Simulating the Wigan System 
We have developed a simulator of the Wigan system using the SimJava tool [5] 
alongside a simulator of a Client-Server database system. This has enabled us to 
explore the differences in behaviour for systems with up to several thousand clients. 
This simulator was connected to a SQLServer [6] database storing the data from the 
Transaction Processing Council’s TPC-H benchmark [7]. The Wigan simulator was 
initially developed as a simulation of BitTorrent, calibrated against experimental 
results from real BitTorrent systems [8]. It was then developed into a simulation of 
Wigan. In the simulator, query execution itself was not simulated. Instead, each peer 
that received a query contacted the underlying database and executed a real query. 
This saved considerable implementation effort. All experiments presented in this 
paper used a workload of a variable number of peers, one of which is a seed and the 
remainder submitting a single query, such that the system receives a continual stream 
of queries. The rate of queries per second varied between experiments.  There was a 
single Tracker in use in each experiment – our analysis indicated that the Tracker was 
capable of processing more queries per second than in any of the experiments 
introduced in this section. 
4.2 Initial Experiments 
Initially, we used the simulator to investigate the minimum response time for queries 
of varying numbers of pieces. In these simulations, each peer can upload to four 
downloaders until the optimistic unchoke occurs after 30 seconds after which it can 
upload to five. 
     When a database is first “published” to Wigan, only the seed holds data and so 
there is no P2P activity – the seed must satisfy all queries. As expected, the response 
time of early queries is greatly affected by this. Given that, like a BitTorrent peer, the 
seed is configured to only upload to a maximum of five downloaders simultaneously, 
a queue develops at the seed. However, once those early uploaders receive the results 
of their queries, they are themselves able to start advertising queries, and the load on 
the seed is reduced. This is equivalent to the flashcrowd behaviour found in 
BitTorrent when a new file (say a recently released mp3 is first made available). Fig. 
7 shows the effects of this behaviour on a system, where the query response time 
experienced by peers with identical queries was noted over five simulation runs. This 
is plotted against the time at which the peers submitted their query.  
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Fig. 7 – Average response time compared to peers’ start time 
Peers which submit their queries in the 2.5 minutes after the data is first “published” 
experience a very high response time. However, once other peers begin advertising 
the query, response times fall and stabilise.  
4.3 A Comparison with Client-Server 
In the next experiment there were 2,600 peers, one was the seed and the rest all 
requested exactly the same query. The first five peers (known as “cache-warming” 
peers) started 90 seconds earlier than the rest to allow time for them to download 
before the continual query stream of 310 queries per minute began. In the Client-
Server system there was one server and 2,599 clients. The average response times are 
shown in Fig. 8.  
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Fig. 8. Average response times for the initial experiments with cache-warming peers 
It can be seen that the P2P system is the faster. This is because the Client-Server 
system receives more queries than it is able to process per second. Some clients – 
particularly those that submit their queries early when the system is quiet – will 
receive their results quickly, but others’ requests will be queued at the server. It is 
interesting to note that the clients which receive their data fastest in the Client-Server 
system will be those who submit their queries early, however, in Wigan, those that 
receive faster results will be those that have submitted queries later in the download 
period when more advertisements are available. Conversely, peers experiencing slow 
response times will be those which submit queries early, whereas clients experiencing 
slow response times will be those that submit queries later in the download period 
when the server is receiving more queries than it is able to process. As expected, the 
average response time, excluding the cache-warmers, was lower in Wigan than the 
overall average response time. This is because the cache-warmers take longer as they 
have to obtain their data from the seed, whereas other peers can obtain their results 
from one of the many peers advertising the same query. Conversely, in the Client-
Server system, there is little difference between the performance of the first five 
clients and the remainder. This is because all clients obtain data from the single server 
regardless of their start time.  
The next experiment examined the behaviour for workloads consisting of multiple 
queries. In this experiment, there were five different single-piece queries. Three 
ranged over a single table, and the remaining two involved a join between two tables. 
The same set of queries was used for both the P2P and the Client-Server experiments. 
In Wigan, 2,600 peers were used. One of these was the seed and the first five warmed 
the cache. These five peers each submitted one of the five queries. This time, there 
was a two minute gap to allow these five peers more than enough time to download 
and begin advertising. This allowed for the fact that the fifth peer would be unable to 
begin downloading until after the seed performed an optimistic unchoke. If a cache-
warmer had not completed its download before the continual query stream began, 
there would be one of the five queries unavailable from any other peer except the 
seed. The result would be that the seed would start to receive many requests, 
potentially more than it could handle, until a peer completed the download. The 
remaining peers picked one of the five queries at random and submitted queries at a 
rate of six queries per second.  
In the Client-Server system, there was one server and 2,599 clients. To make a fair 
comparison with Wigan, the first five peers each submitted one of the five queries and 
there was a two minute gap before the remaining peers began submitting one of the 
five queries chosen at random. The rate was kept at six queries per second.   
The response times are shown in Fig. 9. Again, two sets of response times are 
shown for each system in Fig. 9 – including and excluding the cache-warmers.  
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Fig. 9. Average response times for the warm-cache experiments with five repeating queries 
These experiments used a slightly busier system, with 20 queries per minute. This 
has resulted in an increase in response times for both systems. However, in the Client-
Server system, this increase is more than double, whereas in Wigan, the increase is 
very slight. This is because all queries in the Client-Server system are routed to the 
server. The system was already busy in the previous set of experiments, so these extra 
peers will add to the delays and the queue will build up. In contrast, as the Wigan 
network grows so does the capacity to handle new downloaders. The cache-warming 
peers are able to host the first rush of downloaders when the continual query stream 
begins and once these start advertising, they can also provide queries to future 
downloaders.   
It is quite possible that in a real-life workload, all peers will not be submitting one 
of five queries. The next set of experiments was a repeat of the previous, but with one 
difference – one in every 100 peers submitted a random query on one table. The 
random queries could be for any number of tuples and there was no guarantee of how 
these random queries would overlap with each other or with any of the repeating 
queries if at all. In this set of experiments, all requests were sequential because the 
majority of queries were single-piece and also because the random queries would 
usually have to be downloaded from only the seed unless it was a proper subset of one 
of the existing queries. The results are shown in Fig. 10: 
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Fig. 10. Average response times for the warm-cache experiments with five queries and 
random queries 
The overall average response times show that P2P continues to be faster, especially 
when the cache-warming peers are excluded from the results. It can also be observed 
again that the average response time in Wigan excluding the cache-warming peers is 
lower than the average response time with the cache-warmers included. This is 
because, as noted earlier, Wigan peers joining later in the download period experience 
a faster response time due to an increased number of adverts available.  
Peers submitting random queries experience slower response times than those 
submitting the repeating queries in both systems. In the Client-Server system this is 
because the random queries could be larger than the others and therefore take longer 
to arrive from the server. However, Wigan is considerably slower than the Client-
Server system for peers with random queries because there will be more pieces to 
request and also because these queries will be going to the seed, causing a queue to 
develop.  
5 Related Work 
The potential of P2P computing has attracted some interest in the database 
community. Most of the existing P2P work [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] views a P2P 
database as a collection of distributed databases and focuses on federating these 
databases, for example through schema integration. This is different to Wigan which 
focuses on single database server scalability. 
The BioWired P2P database system [16] focuses on federating a collection of 
databases owned by different organisations, though they must have a global schema. 
BioWired peers advertise their data and meet fellow peers – or ‘acquaintances’ – at 
rendezvous nodes. However, if none of a peer’s acquaintances are able to solve a 
query, this query is unanswerable in the current BioWired system. In contrast, by 
using a Tracker, Wigan ensures that clients will always receive a result if that is 
possible. 
 The DÍGAME architecture [17, 18] allows peers to make their local databases 
available to other peers using a subscription service. Subscribing peers then have a 
replica of the database on their local machine and route any queries they have to this 
replica and not the original database. The database can only be updated by the 
originating peer which sends out a new version of the database to the subscribers 
when an update occurs. A piece of middleware, known as the wrapper component, 
manages the schema integration between the original database and the replicas held 
by the subscribers. Although DÍGAME is similar to Wigan in that it allows peers to 
publish parts of their dataset, it is still designed as a means of combining data from 
autonomous databases and not a means of scaling a single database.   
6 Conclusions 
This paper has introduced the Wigan P2P Database System, a database architecture 
derived from the popular BitTorrent file-sharing protocol. This is, to our knowledge, 
the first P2P database system designed with a focus on scaling up the performance of 
a single database server, rather than on federating distributed databases. A central 
component known as a Tracker keeps a record of which peers have downloaded 
which queries and this information is used by query submitters to help them find 
peers which can resolve their queries. A special peer, known as the seed, possesses 
the complete database and can therefore answer any queries which are not held by the 
other peers. This combination of the Tracker and seed ensures that peers will always 
receive a correct and complete set of results to their queries. 
The results obtained from simulation show that P2P techniques can be applied to 
scaling database servers, and can, in certain cases, outperform a client-server 
database. Interestingly, when a database is first published through Wigan, the initial 
performance characteristics match that of the “flashcrowd” effect found in filesharing 
through BitTorrent. However, once this initial period is over – when a set of peers 
hold results that can be used to satisfy each other’s queries – the system behaviour 
demonstrates the power of the P2P approach in achieving performance scalability. 
Work on Wigan is continuing. This includes an investigation into the best 
algorithms for implementing joins in a P2P environment. We are also building a 
“native” (non-simulated) version of Wigan, to support a further range of experiments, 
including deployments in “real” neuroinformatics database applications. In the longer 
term, further investigations will examine strategies for handling data updates. Our 
experiments reported here assumed a static database, where data does not change.  
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